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  1.        sax  keys slap intro + breath 

 

when you're dry there's nowhere for the wind to go but through  breath → keys 

the fine urgent silt  up your nose in your teeth 

changing the scent at the bend of your elbow 

till you've no love left to show. 

fight for your place in the cue at the supermarket.    → adding pitch + slaptongue 

 

effective heat capacity radiative forcing    becoming more intense here to end 

fossil fuel reserves will not limit carbon emissions this century  let words out sometimes; sporadic and intermittent bursts 

what words do  what can be imagined  

protection Christmas wishlist consumer pressure 

all our rationality all of our angels     hysterical angels 

all the work that's gone into  this suffocating prosperity   suffocating 

an artificial recession  a real emergency 

summer fashions mimic the eighties      come back stop  not deep; banal breath/keys reprise 

 

 

 

  2. 

 

the fohn hot and strong       teeth on reed  very quietly straining 

your skin gets a haze of dust       slow breath rhythm 

your face puckers up you miss the joy 

you felt last autumn in every little thing 

that growing period, the harvest leapt into your hands   building 

he'd be in your dreams then meet you in the street 

but here we are again, coming in 

north by north west, the anxiety heightening     squealing, obnoxious 



 

 

the chickens are paranoid, they chase each other round   THE CHICKENS ARE PARANOID 

and when you call them, huddle together      

sure of your intentions. dirt's been mud      bridge – restrained, cold – but keep squealing 

and now the tyre tracks are hard as habitual sin. 

without love to guide us we need systems     towards breath – subtle  

we sift through magazines, consult the tv doctors 

and fill our spiritual gap with informed shopping. 

this wicked heat brings the city under a clear silence 

like walking inside a turned over glass, all dirty crystal. 

you try praying but you don't know what to pray for 

you don't know how to pray so it helps 

and the neighbours have left their sprinkler on again 

so you report them.  lawns go gold and sicken    so you report them. (DROP OUT) 

without a single cloud forming from their lost liquids.    breaths – continue for a while 

 

 

 

  3.          noodle on A-Bb – soft and full of space 

            quartertone inflections / accompanying dynamic 

the fruit trees breathe in for months surviving smog and flooding     

and now this blistering breeze in which doing nothing becomes a virtue  leave space for words to come out 

despite every ounce of your upbringing. 

from this brittle air the mountains have stolen       multiphonic 1: A-Bb minor ninth LH 12 RH 123 Eb 

the water and turned it into wasteful streams      multiphonic 2: complex LH 12 Bb RH 1234 

that nurture supplejack over by the coast.  keeping a poet alive exhausts resources.  

humans are managed by jargon protected sectores      bridge – rising chromatic noodles 

 

in large part it is largely irreversible says the scientific consensus     

ash blow up in your face. you clean all day and come home dirty. 

no love, only money passes between them.  this is normal, this is surfaces  reflective repetitive multiphonics, lots of space 

driving a change in the timing of life cycles of dependent organisms. 

 

 

 



 

 

  4. 

 

fix the holes in your teeth.         violin DANCE!  hitty vs. high and swirly, a conversation 

prepare for your terminal retirement. if the jungle collapse from stress   very physical and agile  col legno battuto 

with these crazy weather systems you can sleep in your car    crazy washing line swells 

you can hide at the bach you can survive to see your tattoos fade 

and you hold on tight to comfor 

in the face of this science full of facts you can't believe. 

 

the news is a modern pleasure financed by fossil fuel extraction   more 

causing pyramids of salt all over the west and spot welding islands of urban heat. 

we eat concrete.  we make petrol into make-up.     line up  // two-stroke 

the particulates protect us.  when the permafrost goes, hold on, watch out.  more hitty urgent 

I don't know how to plan for posterity. 

will there be heaven when there's no humans left?      cadence on white pizzicato 

 

 

 

  5. 

 

I can't care any more about details. details keep me safe.     ornamented C  keep dancing 

I can't live without food and water.  I don't want to watch this all unfolding.  build rhythmic momentum gradually  always tense 

I don't care whose fault this is now.  we've only just learnt to talk about our feelings 

I'm feeling angry, I'm feeling frightened I'm feeling excited: soon you'll be home 

from work           moving up 

and the present will be as small as my line of sight 

and it looks like a beautiful day hot and blue, hot and blue, radiant.   line up  hot and blue, hot and blue – exhale w/ bow 

the gas irradiates it absorbs and releases heat       

it holds heat in here with us it holds heat in here with us all now.    → sul pont. 

your arms let me forget. this form holds me steady while I 

try to accept that what I know exists really exits. the carbon in the air    

the water vapour, the methane, the cars the planes, the ships, the coal   more intense 

the luxury of time to write built on fertilisers, appliances 

and capitalism's efficiency which spreads, which still rolls ahead.   banal ending  drop down low downward glissando 



 

 

 

 

 

  6.          sax unpitched fluttertongue 

            rhythmic hardboppy gradually adding pitch  

the air in here is conditioned         Bb Eb G A C# F A etc. (lo-hi) whole-tone ish 

but you know reality is bigger than this solid building     keep flutter throughout 

is bigger than the state it waits outside for us in the hot wind. 

the atmosphere is livid. the heat sets new records this week 

and the sun, the sun shines on        overwhelm completely 

and the structures are too big for me to intervene      TOO BIG 

like society, there's no interrupting the fohn wind as it pushes on over the plains THERE'S NO INTERRUPTING 

straight into the crevices of your brain.       let some words out now 

it's nobody's fault. the gases in the air       less intense 

trap the heat so high up and down here, local ways exacerbate the effects  grotesque cadence  stop 

 

 

 

  7.          violin sighing harmonics alternating silence 

 

if honesty can kill conversations let me brave this discomfort.    also banal pizz. chord Ab Eb A E (lo-hi) 

what we know now can't be put in its place 

turned into feelings to be managed 

can't be argued into shaped or stroked into a quiet bed. 

I want to live with you in peace and I want to learn French.    I want to learn French. (Silence) shift here and build 

if nothing can be done         disgusting and horrible 

I want to do nothing, nothing  I want to abandon the normality   distorted sighs – breaths turned into squeezed doublestop  

we've all agreed on, through which  we've got to this place of horror coming in  downward glissandi hammer away 

and britney is on, gardening is in I feel sick      crunchstop 

 

 

 
 


